New Light on Endometrial Thickness as a Risk Factor of Cancer: What Do Clinicians Need to Know?
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Abstract: Transvaginal ultrasound (TVUS) represents an accurate and noninvasive technique to investigate endometrial thickness (ET) in the early diagnosis of endometrial cancer (EC). In the literature, for maximum ET there is no consensus on the cutoff value for normal ET in postmenopause for either symptomatic or asymptomatic women. Most patients with EC present with postmenopausal bleeding (PMB) and in these patients is necessary to perform TVUS to evaluate ET as an indicator for endometrial biopsy. On the contrary, if ET is incidentally detected in postmenopausal patients without bleeding, endometrial sampling for a postmenopausal woman without bleeding should not be routinely performed, although it is estimated that up to 15% of EC occurs in women without vaginal bleeding. The aim of our review was to give clinicians necessary and useful knowledge on the role of TVUS and ET for early detection of EC in their daily routine practice. Based on the most important studies in the literature, we summarized that in premenopausal women with abnormal uterine bleeding, an optimal cutoff for ET has not yet been established. For postmenopausal women with PMB, at low risk, and ET <4 mm, a follow-up scan could be offered, and for women with ET ≥4 mm, office hysteroscopy-guided endometrial sampling is recommended independently of ET results. On the other hand, in postmenopausal women with PMB and at high risk of EC, office hysteroscopy-guided endometrial sampling is necessary. In postmenopausal women without PMB and ET ≥4 mm, arbitrary endometrial sampling is not recommended, but evaluated case by case based on risk factors. In conclusion, there is broad consensus on the importance of TVUS and the need for further investigation based on risk factors of EC.
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Introduction

Endometrial cancer (EC) is the most common gynaecological malignancy in developed countries, and its incidence is increasing in relation to certain patient characteristics that have risen sharply in recent decades, such as ageing and obesity. The number of new EC cases in Europe in 2018 was 121,578, with 29,638 deaths. Individual risk factors related to the development of EC are nulliparity, obesity, polycystic ovary syndrome, early menarche, and late menopause. Women with hereditary nonpolyposis colorectal cancer syndrome have an estimated cumulative incidence of EC of 20%–60% by the age of 70 years. Although most EC is diagnosed in menopause, 5%–30% of cases are diagnosed in premenopause, with a risk of 1.33%. As for all malignancy, early and accurate diagnosis is the first fundamental step to ensure adequate treatment and maximize overall survival. Transvaginal ultrasound (TVUS) technology in the last 20 years has significantly increased the ability of physicians to investigate the endometrium, and it has been found to be an accurate and noninvasive tool for early diagnosis and also for staging the disease.

An international consensus (International Endometrial Tumor Analysis group) describing the US characteristics of EC and studies on diagnostic accuracy focusing specifically on endometrial thickness (ET) have been published. In the literature, the diagnostic accuracy of TVUS varies greatly in specific subpopulations, such as pre- and postmenopausal patients. Indeed, during women’s reproductive years, the cyclic changing of the endometrium makes the determination of...
specific ET cutoff in cases of suspected EC difficult. The situation for postmenopausal women is different. In these patients, the endometrium is not influenced by hormones. Many studies have tried to determine the optimal ET cutoff for assessment of patients that need more invasive investigations like hysteroscopy and endometrial sampling.\textsuperscript{6,7} Considering these data, we performed a review of the most important literature on this topic in order to give physicians necessary knowledge on the role of TVUS and ET for early detection of EC in their daily routine practice.

**Endometrial Thickness in Pre- and Postmenopausal Women**

**Evaluation of Endometrial Thickness in Premenopausal Women**

In premenopausal women, the utility of TVUS for excluding malignant endometrial abnormalities has not been established. Few data are available on the efficacy of ET measurement in premenopausal women with abnormal uterine bleeding (AUB). This cohort of patients is subject to cyclic modification of the endometrium, due to the hormonal cycle. The best time to perform TVUS is on days 4–6 of the menstrual cycle, when ET should be as its thinnest.\textsuperscript{8,9} At the same time, in clinical practice information on the last menstruation or menstrual status is sometimes missing, so for practical reasons premenopausal patients are examined independently of their cycle day.\textsuperscript{9–11} Ozdemir et al evaluated ET in 144 premenopausal women with AUB, reporting that ET ≥8 mm showed the best sensitivity and specificity for endometrial abnormality screening, considering both benign and malignant conditions. Endometrial hyperplasia and cancer were diagnosed respectively in 11.8% and 5.5% of patients, and the endometrium was thicker in patients with endometrial hyperplasia (12.71±4.24mm) and EC (15.25±8.23mm).\textsuperscript{10} Also, Getpook et al found that ET ≤8 mm in premenopausal women with AUB was less likely associated with a pathological endometrium but the mean ET of patients with a final diagnosis of EC was 18.55 mm, so a cutoff of 8 mm was associated with a high false-positive rate.\textsuperscript{9} Minagawa et al analysed a cohort of 367 premenopausal women with and without AUB. EC was diagnosed in 1.4%; four cases had ET ≥20 mm and in one case ET was 18 mm.\textsuperscript{12} Dueholm et al tried to describe a cutoff for the exclusion of polyps and hyperplasia in premenopausal patients with AUB, but the authors did not find a specific cutoff to exclude polyps and hyperplasia.\textsuperscript{13} Dreisler et al investigated premenopausal women without AUB and concluded that measuring ET was not a reliable tool for a diagnosis of focal intrauterine pathology.\textsuperscript{14}

One of the biggest studies published, performed by Kim et al in South Korea, studied a group of 9888 women to determine clinical factors and sonographic findings associated with endometrial hyperplasia or cancer in premenopausal and perimenopausal women. Only endometrial echo abnormality had a significant association with endometrial hyperplasia. There was no significant association between ET and endometrial malignancy or premalignancy lesions.\textsuperscript{15} For premenopausal women, an optimal cutoff for ET that would help clinicians in daily practice has not yet been established because of the cyclic nature of a normal menstrual cycle and the amount of variation that exists due to anatomical factors like increased parity and uterine size.\textsuperscript{5,9,16,17}

**Evaluation of Endometrial Thickness in Postmenopausal Women with Bleeding**

TVUS is considered appropriate for an initial evaluation of a patient with postmenopausal bleeding (PMB) to assess ET. ET is the maximum anterior–posterior thickness of the endometrial echo on a long-axis transvaginal view of the uterus.\textsuperscript{18,19} In the literature, for maximum ET, there is no consensus on a cutoff value for a normal endometrial echo in postmenopause for either symptomatic or asymptomatic women. In fact, through the years, different ET-cutoff values have been proposed as a reliable, noninvasive approach to rule out EC in patients with PMB.

The earliest reports comparing TVS with endometrial sampling consistently found that ET of 4–5 mm or less in women with PMB reliably excluded EC.\textsuperscript{20–24} In 1998, the first meta-analysis was published, which included data on 5892 women with PMB. This had an important effect on clinical practice, and nowadays is the most quoted paper in guidelines. The authors estimated a 1% risk of EC in women with PMB and ET <5 mm, excluding EC with a sensitivity of 96%.\textsuperscript{21} Confirming these data, a comprehensive systematic review by Gupta et al was published in 2002. From 57 studies with 9031 patients, the commonest ET cutoffs were 4 mm and 5 mm, but only four studies were identified as being of best quality. Pooling of the results of these four studies for ET 5 mm or less resulted in a likelihood ratio of a negative test of 0.16. Such a likelihood ratio would imply that in a patient with a negative test result, a pretest probability...
of 10% would change to a posttest probability of 2.5%. As such, the authors concluded that ET ≤5 mm detected by ultrasonography can be used to rule out endometrial hyperplasia or carcinoma with good accuracy.\textsuperscript{22}

On the contrary, in a meta-analysis by Tabor et al, median ET in women with EC was 3.7 times that in unaffected women at the same center. They reported sensitivity of 96% and specificity of 50% with a 4% false-negative rate if the median ET in each study (range 2–6.4 mm) was used as a cutoff. They concluded that this rate was unacceptably high for PMB, so proposed offering endometrial sampling by dilation and curettage (D&C) to all postmenopausal women with vaginal bleeding.\textsuperscript{23} A new meta-analysis was performed by Timmermans et al aiming to obtain an ET cutoff for the presence of EC with virtually 100% sensitivity. According to the authors, previous data on ET measurement had probably overestimated diagnostic accuracy in the detection of EC. Based on data obtained from 13 studies on 2896 patients, of which 259 had EC, the commonly used cutoffs of 4 mm and 5 mm were found to have sensitivity of 95% and 90%, respectively. A cutoff of 3 mm presented a sensitivity of 98%. The authors thus recommended using 3 mm as a cutoff for exclusion of EC in women with PMB.\textsuperscript{24}

In light of these differing results, guidelines published by the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG) adjudged that TVUS was appropriate for an initial evaluation of PMB in cases of thin endometrial echo (≤4 mm), given that ET ≤4 mm has an extremely high negative predictive value, >99%, for EC, while specificity varies from 42.1% to 51.5%. However, the college recommended that TVUS be used only for patients with an initial episode of bleeding when the probability of EC and hyperplasia was low enough that no additional testing would be required after a normal TVUS. Instead, endometrial sampling should be the first-line test for women with PMB considered at high risk, eg, in cases of advanced age, obesity, specific medical comorbidities (eg, polycystic ovary syndrome, type 2 diabetes mellitus, atypical glandular cells on screening cervical cytology), and family history of gynaecologic malignancy.\textsuperscript{25} Another important issue is persistent or recurrent UB and ET <4 mm. This situation requires histological evaluation, because it does not reliably exclude type II EC (serous and clear-cell).\textsuperscript{26–28}

In order to test the ACOG guideline, Saccardi et al conducted a prospective observational study investigating the clinical relevance of ET and AUB with regard to EC. They found a high prevalence (8.5%) of EC in postmenopausal women with bleeding and ET <4 mm, underlining that the value of ET in patients with PMB probably needs to be combined with other risk factors, as recommended by the ACOG guidelines.\textsuperscript{29} In a large meta-analysis by Long et al on 44 studies and 17,339 women, the authors proposed an ET cutoff of 5 mm as optimal for detection of EC in patients with PMB. Sensitivity was almost identical for cutoffs of ≥3, ≥4, and ≥5 mm (96.2%, 95.7%, and 96.2%, respectively), and for NPV (99.7%, 99.4%, and 99.2%, respectively). Furthermore, by using a cutoff ≥5 mm, it was possible to reduce the number of invasive diagnostic procedures by up to 17%. An intermediate threshold (3–5 mm) requiring repeat imaging further increased the sensitivity of noninvasive testing.\textsuperscript{30}

**Evaluation of Endometrial Thickness in Postmenopausal Women Without Bleeding**

In current practice, many postmenopausal women without symptoms undergo TVUS as part of a routine gynaecological checkup, eg, to investigate abdominal pain or masses, delineate the adnexa when pelvic examination is inadequate, or evaluate a uterus prolapse, but usually TVUS without indication is not recommended. As such, an incidental finding of endometrial thickening in postmenopausal women without vaginal bleeding represents a clinical management dilemma, because there is a lack of consensus among gynaecologists. The most important international societies have concluded that no screening for EC is recommended in asymptomatic postmenopausal women, so the use of ET measurement should be avoided in the evaluation of EC risk.\textsuperscript{5,6,18,31,32}

The 2001 consensus statement on women with PMB published by the Society of Radiologists in Ultrasound concluded that the indications for tissue sampling of the endometrium in PMB with ET >4–5 mm does not apply to asymptomatic women observed to have a thickened endometrium.\textsuperscript{33} In 2010, Goldstein et al emphasized that it is inappropriate to investigate every asymptomatic patient with ET >5 mm, emphasising the importance of evaluating risk factors of EC, such as obesity, polycystic ovary syndrome, and diabetes mellitus, in decision-making.\textsuperscript{34} Others have argued against the use of ET cutoffs in workup for EC. Gambacciani et al performed a retrospective review of 850 postmenopausal women who had been investigated with outpatient hysteroscopy for various causes of endometrial thickening. The authors focused on the 148 asymptomatic postmenopausal women with ET of >4–5 mm and found one
case of adenocarcinoma (0.7%), with ET of 16 mm. They found that the use of TVS as a screening tool for endometrial pathology in asymptomatic postmenopausal women generated 93.2% false-positive results. They concluded that in asymptomatic postmenopausal women, endometrial US evaluation is not worthwhile as a screening tool in common clinical practice. Confirmed these data, the American Cancer Society does not recommend routine screening of asymptomatic patients for EC.

Smith-Bindman et al in 2004 reported on a theoretical cohort of postmenopausal women and ET cutoff in asymptomatic women. The risk of EC with ET ≥11 mm and calculated EC risk of 6.7% was similar in women with PMB and ET ≥5 mm, with a calculated EC risk of 7.3%, suggesting that endometrial sampling should be performed in asymptomatic postmenopausal women with ET ≥11 mm. This recommendation has been included in some clinical guidelines, such as the Society of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists of Canada (SOGC) guidelines. According to these, on asymptomatic endometrial thickening, tissue sampling in woman with ET >4–5 mm should not be performed in asymptomatic patients. However, if a woman presents with ET >11 mm or other positive ultrasonographic findings (such as increased vascularity, inhomogeneous endometrium, or particulate fluid), she should be further investigated after accounting for various risk factors, such as age, obesity, diabetes, hypertension, hormone-replacement therapy, tamoxifen, and late menopausal age.

The ACOG has stated that if an ET measurement >4 mm that is incidentally discovered in a postmenopausal patient without bleeding, there is no evidence to recommend other investigation, although an individualized assessment based on patient characteristics and risk factors is appropriate. The first meta-analysis that compared the risk of EC in asymptomatic postmenopausal women with ET ≥11 mm versus <11 mm was published in 2018 by Alcázar et al. The authors observed that the risk of EC in women with ET ≥11 mm was almost threefold that of those with ET 5–10 mm. Saccardi et al confirmed that a threshold of 4 mm, commonly used in cases of patients with PMB, should not be extrapolated to asymptomatic patients, due to poor positive predictive value. Confirming Smith-Bindman et al and Alcázar et al, they found a significant risk of cancer only for values of ET starting from 11 mm, with 100% sensitivity and 80% specificity for EC detection.

On the other hand, in a retrospective UK review using an ET cutoff of 10 mm in asymptomatic postmenopausal women, the yield rate of EC and atypical hyperplasia was 1.2% and 2.4%, respectively, among all patients. In patients with ET <10 mm, no malignancy was found on histopathological analysis. Instead, the yield rate of EC and atypical hyperplasia was 1.81% and 3.63%, respectively, among patients referred with ET ≥10 mm, and all these cases had at least one risk factor of endometrial pathology. The authors recommended using ET ≥10 mm as a cutoff for offering endometrial biopsy or hysteroscopy for asymptomatic postmenopausal women. For asymptomatic women with ET 4–10 mm, decisions about further investigations should be made on a case-by-case basis, taking into account such risk factors as diabetes, hypertension, obesity, and additional findings on US.

Limits of Evaluation of Endometrial Thickness in Postmenopausal Women

Many studies have underlined the inability to complete a meaningful TVUS examination with a reliable measurement of ET in all postmenopausal patients. The ACOG guidelines underlined that the presence of uterine pathology, such as fibroids, adenomyosis, or previous uterine surgery, can increase the difficulty of obtaining a measurement of the endometrial echo. In these cases, failure to adequately evaluate the endometrium by US investigation should always be followed by an alternative method of evaluation like saline or gel-infused sonohysterography and office hysteroscopy. The use of sonohysterography has an important role in cases where ET exceeds an acceptable cutoff for proper triage for focal versus global pathology. A recent meta-analysis using “polyps seen on hysteroscopy” as a reference standard reported sensitivity of 85.1% and specificity of 84.5% for sonohysterography. The authors concluded that this exam can be considered a method to stratify women with PMB for further diagnostic workup and treatment with hysteroscopy.

Endometrial Sampling

For many years, D&C was the preferred method for the evaluation of patients with PMB to obtain an endometrial sample. The most important limitation of this type of sampling is blind endometrial biopsy. Since 1975, researchers have acknowledged that when using this blind diagnostic technique, >50% of the endometrial cavity went unsampled. In fact,
if the pathology occupies >50% of the cavity (focal pathology), blind biopsy can potentially miss a diagnosis. Subsequently, in-office endometrial sampling devices became available. In 1995, Guido et al concluded that the Pipelle endometrial suction curette was an effective office device for evaluating patients at risk of EC; however, tumours localized in a polyp or small area of the endometrium may go undetected. These data were confirmed in subsequent studies on women with PMB evaluated by TVUS and Pipelle biopsy. A Pipelle biopsy was able to be performed in only 82% of the women and a sample adequate for diagnosis was obtained in only 27%.

Considering endometrial tissue sampling resulting in findings insufficient for diagnosis is common, if blind sampling does not reveal endometrial hyperplasia or malignancy, the ACOG guidelines underlined the importance to perform further testing, such as office hysteroscopy. Nowadays it is accepted that hysteroscopy is superior to blind endometrial biopsy and D&C and should be considered a complementary diagnostic technique in patients presenting with PMB. That it is time for hysteroscopy to become the standard of care for ruling out endometrial malignancies was an important conclusion of a recent editorial. Office hysteroscopy–guided endometrial sampling is recommended when US investigation is not adequate to evaluate the endometrium in patients with persistent PMB or in cases of blind sampling being nondiagnostic for endometrial hyperplasia or malignancy.

**Special Situations**

**Evaluation of Endometrial Thickness in Postmenopausal Women on Hormone-Replacement Therapy (HRT)**

The risk of EC in PMB in postmenopausal women on HRT is significantly less than in women not receiving HRT. Causes of vaginal bleeding in these patients are poor compliance with therapy, liver disease, drug interactions, benign gynaecological conditions, such as endometrial or cervical polyps, cervicitis, and nongynaecologic pathology (urinary tract, gastrointestinal tract). Hänggi et al evaluated ET in postmenopausal women on HRT, comparing the safety of three HRT regimens (oral micronized 17β-estradiol–oral sequential dydrogesterone versus transdermal 17β-estradiol–oral sequential dydrogesterone versus oral tibolone) and patients not on therapy. With 5 mm ET as cutoff, >75% of biopsies were able to be avoided. In particular ET <5 mm was indicative of an atrophic endometrium, and in these cases endometrial biopsy had no significant additional diagnostic value. In women using sequential estrogen–progestogen HRT, a progestogen-induced secretory state was related to increased ET. However, neither hyperplastic cancer nor EC was reported, and all three HRT were safe with respect to the endometrium.

Langer et al reported a 99% negative predictive value of TVUS and with an ET threshold of 5 mm for detecting endometrial pathology in asymptomatic postmenopausal women using estrogen-only or combined HRT preparations. No cases of EC were found in women with ET >5 mm, including those using estrogen-only preparations. Instead, a majority of malignant disease cases were found in women with ET >10 mm. Eight cases of complex hyperplasia, three of atypical hyperplasia, and one of adenocarcinoma were found in the study population. Based on this threshold, more than half the women underwent a biopsy, while only 4% had serious disease. Mossa et al investigated ET in 587 women on HRT. In postmenopausal women, increased ET (≥5 mm) and increased incidence of bleeding were found. However, these results did not coincide with a higher incidence of malignant pathology in the HRT and control groups. The authors concluded that women with bleeding on HRT should undergo hysteroscopy and biopsy only with ET >8 mm.

**Tamoxifen-Treated Patients**

Tamoxifen is a nonsteroidal antiestrogen agent and part of the class of selective estrogen (ER)-receptor modulators. It is used in women with ER-positive breast cancer as adjuvant treatment, for treatment of metastatic breast cancer, and for reduction in breast cancer incidence in high-risk women. A Cochrane review affirmed that 5 years of adjuvant tamoxifen treatment substantially improved the 10-year survival rate of women with ER-positive tumours or tumours of unknown ER status by reducing breast cancer recurrence and mortality. Studies have demonstrated that therapy with tamoxifen increases the relative risk of EC two- to threefold compared to the general population, due to estrogenic activity on the endometrium. The increased risk of developing EC is outweighed by the important survival benefit.
Premenopausal Women Treated with Tamoxifen

In premenopause, there is not a statistically significant difference in the incidence of EC in patients treated or untreated with tamoxifen. The only increased risk is the formation of endometrial polyps secondary to the use of tamoxifen. As such, in patients being treated with tamoxifen, no additional monitoring is necessary, apart from the routine controls.

Postmenopausal Women Treated with Tamoxifen

Asymptomatic Women

For asymptomatic women treated with tamoxifen, there is low correspondence between TVUS measurement of ET and abnormal pathology, because tamoxifen induces subepithelial stromal hypertrophy and/or glandular cystic atrophy that is often subendometrial or contained within polyps. Bertelli et al demonstrated that in asymptomatic women who had undergone hysteroscopy with endometrial sampling, malignant pathology was diagnosed in <1% of cases and there was no association between ET and endometrial malignancy. Love et al showed that a cutoff of >5 mm had a high false-positive rate of about 46%; however, higher cutoffs, even if they decreases the false-positive rate, at the same time the loss of patients that need further investigation is increased. Fung et al demonstrated that in asymptomatic women treated with tamoxifen, periodic screening with TVUS or endometrial sampling was not useful: 32% of 304 treated patients had increased ET, only six had endometrial atypia, and all reported a history of AUB. Berliere et al and Vosse et al investigated patients before starting tamoxifen therapy and identified those with polyps before therapy with tamoxifen as high risk. After 5 years of treatment, incidence of atypical hyperplasia was higher than in those without lesions. Also, patients identified as high risk did not benefit from routine endometrial surveillance, but were followed closely. The ACOG in 2020 and other articles strongly affirmed there were no benefit from routine surveillance in patients treated with tamoxifen, with the authors underlining the importance of individuating high risk patients (based on the presence of benign endometrial polyps before therapy) and pretreatment screening in postmenopausal women with TVUS and sonohysterography when needed or office hysteroscopy before initiation of tamoxifen therapy.

Symptomatic Women

Postmenopausal patients with AUB should be investigated because this symptom can be a signal of benign or malignant endometrial pathology. Women that present with vaginal bleeding need further investigation. In fact, many papers have reported that >80% of histological endometrial atypia was preceded by AUB. ACOG guidelines recommend that any AUB in tamoxifen-treated patients be investigated. In women referred with AUB, the literature agrees that hysteroscopic examination with eventual histopathological examination of the endometrium is a preferable tool for the investigation of endometrial status independently of ET.

Conclusion

Based on the most important studies and published guidelines in the literature, TVUS is considered an accurate, appropriate, and noninvasive technique for an initial evaluation of ET for an early diagnosis of EC, in particular in postmenopausal women (Figure 1). In premenopausal women with or without AUB, an optimal cutoff for ET has not yet been established. Therefore, the routine use of ET alone is not recommended to confirm suspicions of EC or precancerous lesions. Instead, in postmenopausal women, TVUS is appropriate for an initial evaluation of PMB only in those with an initial episode of bleeding and low risk factors of EC or precancerous lesions. In this cohort of patients, in women with ET <4 mm, a follow-up scan can be offered and in women with ET ≥4 mm, office hysteroscopy–guided endometrial sampling is recommended. Instead, in postmenopausal women with PMB and high risk factors of EC, office hysteroscopy–guided endometrial sampling should be the first-line test independently of ET results.

Another important category of patients is women with recurrent PMB and ET <4 mm, who require office hysteroscopy–guided endometrial sampling to exclude type II EC. On the other hand, in postmenopausal women without PMB and ET >4 mm, arbitrary endometrial sampling is not recommended, and the indication for further investigations (ie, office hysteroscopy–guided endometrial sampling) versus a follow-up scan should be evaluated case by case based on EC risk factors. The SOGC clinical practice guidelines proposed ET >11 mm and/or other positive findings on US as a cutoff for performing further investigations, always based on EC risk factors. In women with PMB on HRT, based on available
data, office hysteroscopy–guided endometrial sampling should be performed if ET is ≥8 mm. Finally, in women treated with tamoxifen without AUB, TVUS for ET evaluation should not be routinely performed. Instead in women treated with tamoxifen with AUB, hysteroscopic examination with endometrial sampling is a preferable tool for the investigation of endometrial status independently of ET. There is broad consensus on the importance of TVUS and the need for further investigation based on risk factors of EC, but none on the ideal sequence of investigations, in particular in postmenopausal women with or without PMB. Future studies are needed to determine an ideal sequence of investigations to achieve greater accuracy.
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**Figure 1** Flowchart of EC risk factors and procedures for postmenopausal woman.

**Abbreviations:** EC, endometrial cancer; ET, endometrial thickness; TVUS, transvaginal ultrasound; FUP, follow-up.
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